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-

Booming number of companies

•

half of Polish AI companies have introduced the 

technology over the last two years

• domain of large metropolitan areas 85% of AI companies

six major urban areas Warsaw ac-

43% of AI companies

• two out of three companies rely fully 

on their own funds to fuel development, but 23% have received VC funding

• natural tendency 

to reach for clients abroad

33% receive most of their revenue from foreign clients

• There are two main obstacles

do not understand their own needs -

fect, 38% -

cient data as an obstacle
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• raise the awareness of AI

• Two services most frequently provided by Polish AI

data and business intelligence (43%), -

ment (37%)

• -

ance (28%), internet of things

sectors

• The -

,

recommender systems (52%) natural language processing (43%)

Human Resources

• -

•

•

Technology

•
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-

Why has the Polish AI Map been created?

What is the purpose of the Map of Polish AI?

state of AI technology in Poland

asked by investors about AI companies in Poland, so we de-

and main events about AI in Poland

those events
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The Map of Polish AI is the most comprehensive development on the Polish market 

Moreover, it covers also foreign R&D centers which were opened in Poland by global 

giants like Google, ByteDance, Samsung, IBM or TCL

AI in our study

-



– survey   
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-

-

half of AI companies which took part in the survey have introduced AI solu-

Warsaw is undoubtedly the capital of Polish commercial AI sectorrr
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Commercial AI is clearly the domain of large metropolitan areas in Poland -

Six large metropolitan areas

the surveyyy ,

does 

Many AI companies,

Poland clients in Europe or Northern America

more than a third or other

type of permanent -

Poland are not fully ready and open to use AI

clear sig-

nal to government

Figure 2

two out of three companies rely fully on 

their own funds to fuel development

1 -
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most frequent meth-

subsidies and grants venture capital

 despite 

incubators need to change

Figure 3

-

that Polish companies are open to foreign capital Poland is a host 

 were established by foreigners
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that the Polish VC sector -

prefers to invest in typical eCommerce business

Piotr Pietrzak

-

-

-
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However, when structuring grants for R&D projects one has to be careful

to Dominik Batorski

NCBiRR

had no explicit policy in terms of sup-

-

receiving

Among companies which received a grant only 23% declared receiving at least 

-

The results presented in this report show unambiguously that the develop-

-
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Wojciech Walniczek,

-

-

-

-
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AI-only companies, -

ucts based on this technologyyy

of their products

revenue from AI

can be understandable, given that half of the companies introduced AI over the last two 

years

Figure 4

Access to foreign markets plays a crucial role in the development of the Polish commer-

cial AI sectorrr by:

•

•

• -

For these reasons there is a natural tendency to reach for clients abroad
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Figure 5 Share of revenue from abroad in the total revenue from services based on AI

Katarzyna Ludka -

-

-

the key issue is the 

-

biggest obstacle in Poland in 

is 

the lack of understanding

lack of understanding of AI is seen as more crucial 

It should be empha-

sised that costs of technology come only fourth as an obstacle

AI is hampered much more by misunderstanding and lack of data 
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Lack of AI understanding at the managerial level poor general preparedness for

-

ring theme Tomasz

Staszelis

-

is very important for the AI community to

businesses, society and raise the understanding of the technologyyy

low awareness of AI as being responsible for constraining 

the development of the AI sector in Poland:
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-

-

-

Greater 

awareness should also help in convincing talented individuals in pursuing an 

Robert Siudak,

main barrier to the development of the Polish AI 

market

B2B market dominated by state-owned enterprises 

Research conducted by us in the cybersecurity 

-

together with sales, 

third most popular sector

supported by Hubert Rachwalski -
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-

is a good sign

horizon of interest for Polish AI companies since Europe is strong in B2B markets and 

industry in general

-

-

vices in the area of entertainment, games, music, media and sport, which is surprising 

given the number of game development teams in Poland More importantly, despite 

agriculture -

only 3% of companies work in the area of defence and militaryyy

importance of AI in modern military technologyyy

-
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Figure 7
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-

-

This overlaps

-

-

-

to a major obstacle which is a low understanding of the current state of AI 

technologyyy

New

-

ness intelligence or sales, 

customer service and chatbots
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Figure 8

-

-

companies relying more on local clients more of-

ten provide services in industrial area
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Figure 9

the major one is image processing and

recommender systems and natural language processing

-
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-

machine learning techniques tend to rely more on newer

algorithms
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larger teams

work in the areas where deep learning is the main 

AI method
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by Tomasz Kopera

Polska:

AI will not replace human labour or solve the majority of business 

problems support for 

-
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-

provide services with the 

highest quality for customers thanks to AI

This topic is highly

-
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22% of

-

anced and accurately capture the state of the Polish AI sectorrr

the true measure of AI capability is the size of the team 

working with the technologyyy tech teams 

tend to be fairly small

with AI.

-

Piotr Surma

It is concerning that Polish AI companies are focused on the domes-

-
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The good news is that nearly all (85%) companies intend to expand their AI teams

-

-

there is a rising demand for properly trained employees

there are few highly 
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trained and experienced specialists on the market companies turn to hiring

lack of human capital may be a major

constraint in the growth of the Polish AI sector

Piotr

Marczuk

we should

-

cant skilled personnel shortages

-

The ability to tame this

-

Dorota Pietrzak empha-

sises the need to educate non-experts in understanding AI

the development of mutual understanding of needs in the area of AI

-
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-

it is crucial to 

Krzysztof Nowakowski,

Managing Director & Country Head at Korn Ferry

-

-

switch their workplace

it is absolutely 

recent graduates, have a chance to work with people who are more ex-

in data science -

-
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-

data sci-

it is 

programming language of choice among AI specialists worldwide

87% of companies use Python to build 

-

R, with 38% of companies ap-

plying it in their services Scala and Julia

-

MATLAB SAS The former is used by the academic commu-

nity

amounts of data they are not popular among Polish AI companies

is used by

usually are not used to build 

Javascript is used by 38%
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Vladimir Alekseichenko

Python and R are languages used both to prototype and implement 

Python is simple -

makes it possible to focus 

on the actual business case -

Big players such as Google, Facebook or Uber

it is easy to start the machine learning 

journey with Python R language
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hard to implement deep learning in RR few good libraries

-

companies which introduced AI over the last two years and

former

use C/C++ and C#

pure AI technologies new entrants use 

less R language SAS and none use Julia -

dominance of Python
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-

„Python remains the king of contemporary data science

to use -

ence

, suited for dif-

the most popular framework for building deep neural nets is TensorFlow, 

-

second most frequently used framework is Keras

-

ing models

PyTorch, developed by Facebook, is used by 38% of companies but its use should in-

crease

The scikit-learn libraryyy used by 45% of companies, but it is a set of
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each tech giant supports its own popular deep learning frame-

work, available as an open-source

by Google, PyTorch Facebook DMTK/CNTK by K
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-

two trends are 

frame-

TensorRT from

Nvidia, a 

unprecedented levels of scalability and precise cost control

The second trend is the -

ner workings of a model

was mostly a black box -

-

PhD, Independent Data Science Consultant,

the most popular technologies are open-source, both when 

ex-

plained by the

most popular neural network frameworks couple open 

access with a direct support of a tech giant

Python
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we will see the development of Tensor-

Flow.js

-

-

AI companies generally use various sources or, maybe more

accurately, whatever is available and serves the business case well. 78% use client data,

77% collect their own data 73% use open-access

-

AI companies use data from every source they have
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 Type of data used
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Community

-

success of places such as Toronto, London or Paris stems directly 

AI boom

half (49%) of AI companies in Poland employ PhDs which is a very good

news

degree

such as Kaggle which allows access to state-of-the-art algorithms and techniques -

on arXiv as preprints -

pate in the research communityyy

publish their projects in an open source standard -

-

ish AI sectorrr
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Figure 23 Number of papers published as a result of work in the area of AI

-

-

-

ure

-

domains of ITTT never before 

was there a domain which would to such an extent fuse business and science

prac-

source code sharing

by companies

Currently, all major teams

have at least a few PhDs among their ranks
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Figure 24

-

37% of companies with smaller teams

they usually cooperate

communityyy majority (73%) directly employ people from academia

Figure 25
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-

-

ise classes for students

is also good for their recruitment processes
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It would be hard, however, to argue that along with the growth of AI teams, companies 

-

Figure 27

the companies expect academia to 

provide them with fresh graduates and expert researchers they do not usually un-

-
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-

ployees but -

line with 

many AI companies grow directly out of strong 

-

apparent also in technologically advanced countries like Great Brit-

ain and Canada

to large extent, is the result of a low number 

it is a good sign that Polish AI companies are interested in pub-

lishing the results of their work companies do not usually 

know where to publish,

-

-
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Dominik Batorski, 

-

teams, even more collaborate with individual researchers and 43% employ ac-

ademics

-

munity

-

cooperate with academia 

-

The -

companies which received 

grants have visibly larger AI teams
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-

formed a new structure

(PP-RAI, Polskie Porozumienie na Rzecz Rozwoju Sztucznej Inteligencji -

President

Polish Neural Network Society (Polskie To-
1995

-

- 1998

Society
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2.2 Leading conferences and meet-ups

Major conferences

PyData

-

-

Why R?

Pl in ML: Polish View of Machine Learning

Data Science Summit

-
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ML@Enterprise

InfoShare

-

-

Big Data Technology Summit

-

-

-

TFML

-

-
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Meet-ups

• PyData

-

• R language

• Hadoop

• Data Science

• AI -

• Self-Driving Cars

-
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Figure 28
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-

-

Figure 29
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2.3 Map of Polish AI Companies and Start-ups

If your company is not listed

the whole list is available here:

Please do 
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ML tools
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Music
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Security
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Main authors of the report:

-

-

-

Piotr Mieczkowski -

-

-

-
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Experts in report:

Dataworkshop.eu

Uniwersytet

Warszawski

sotrender T-Mobile Polska

deepsense.ai

alphamoon.ai

Ringier Axel 

Springer Polska

ZF Polpharma

Independent 

consultant

applica.ai

Tooploox

Ed-

ward.aiMCI Capital

Korn Ferry IBM Polska

Intra

Nethone
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•

•
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economyyy -

How do we want to achieve it?

• Strengthening the Polish digital system -

• Merging with leading global digital hubs

• -

Strategic Founders & Strategic Partners -

Switzerland




